ABSTRACT Cloud computing is becoming an increasingly admired paradigm that delivers highperformance computing resources over the Internet to solve the large-scale scientific problems, but still it has various challenges that need to be addressed to execute scientific workflows. The existing research mainly focused on minimizing finishing time (makespan) or minimization of cost while meeting the quality of service requirements. However, most of them do not consider essential characteristic of cloud and major issues, such as virtual machines (VMs) performance variation and acquisition delay. In this paper, we propose a meta-heuristic cost effective genetic algorithm that minimizes the execution cost of the workflow while meeting the deadline in cloud computing environment. We develop novel schemes for encoding, population initialization, crossover, and mutations operators of genetic algorithm. Our proposal considers all the essential characteristics of the cloud as well as VM performance variation and acquisition delay. Performance evaluation on some well-known scientific workflows, such as Montage, LIGO, CyberShake, and Epigenomics of different size exhibits that our proposed algorithm performs better than the current state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Workflows have been most widely used to model largescale scientific and engineering application in the several domains such as Earth Science, Astronomy, Physics, and Bio-informatics [1] , [2] . A Workflow is represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAGs) that have some nodes and edges. The nodes represent the computational tasks and edged represents the data/control dependencies of large-scale scientific applications [2] . The size of the workflow may be small or vast as per the type of scientific applications. To run these workflows of varying size, scientists needed a highperformance computing environment such as cluster computing, grid computing, and the latest one is cloud computing. Many existing projects are designed to execute large scientific workflow applications Example. Pegasus [3] , GrADS [4] , ASKALON [5] on Grid Computing.
Nowadays, cloud computing is becoming an increasingly admired paradigm that delivers high-performance computing resources over the internet to solve the large-scale scientific applications. So, a novel approach needs to be developed that uses the opportunities and challenge of cloud and gives a costeffective schedule. Further, the cloud provides computing as a utility service, and its services are categorized as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) [6] , [7] . Whereas, IaaS cloud provides the hardware resources in the form of a virtual resource such as computation, memory, storage, and networking. PaaS cloud offers an environment for users to develop and deploy their applications, and SaaS, cloud provides web applications/software over the internet, running on cloud infrastructure. PaaS and SaaS are not feasible for large scale scientific workflow applications. Because they provide only an environment to design, develop and test some web based applications [8] . This proposal focuses on IaaS clouds that provide several cost and performance effective benefits, as compared to cluster and grid computing. First, it provides on demand resource provisioning and these resources are controlled by service consumers.
Second, a cloud service provider allows the end user to procure and release computing resource as per their demands. Therefore, the scientific applications can grow or shrink their resource pool as per the need of their applications. The cloud allocates only required computing resources from the resource pool so that overall resource utilization can be increased while reducing the total execution cost [6] . Third, cloud service provider's charges to the service consumers using pay-per-uses price model, in which they have to pay only for the computing resources they have used. Most of the service providers charge to the user for the whole time interval if they used only a fractions of last time interval. For example, suppose the user uses computing resources 61 minutes and the time interval is 60 minutes, then the user has to pay for two-time intervals. In this research, we use a similar pricing model that provided by Amazon [9] , Google [10] and CloudSigma [11] .
Although, Cloud computing have various benefits, but still it have some issues that need to be addressed. First, the performance of VMs can vary due to virtualization of hardware resources, the multi-tenancy of cloud infrastructure and heterogeneous computing resources. As per the report of [12] the overall CPU performance of the VM can vary up to 24 percentages in Amazon public cloud. However, [13] reported that a typical cloud environment the performance variation can be up to 30(%) in execution time and up to 65(%) in data transfer time. Further, due to the variation in performance of VMs the overall deadline can be missed or budget can be increased of a scientific workflow. So, the performance variations have a significant impact on the scheduling of workflows on cloud computing environment. Our proposed algorithms consider the virtual machines performance variation to meet the user defined deadline constraint. Second, when a VM is leased, it takes the time to proper initialization (acquisition delay) and similarly, whenever computing resources will release, they will take the time to shut-down (termination delay). So, the longer time in resource acquire will increase the total execution time and longer time in the shutdown will increase the overall cost of the workflow. Thus, these delays will affect the overall performance and cost of the scientific workflows. In our proposed work, we assume an average acquisition delay for each type of VM, which can recognize the overall delay in execution of workflows. Although, we do not focus on termination delay because it will not affect the deadline constraint. Third, the issue is, if any computing resources like VMs will fail during the execution of workflow, the total execution time will increase. But the cloud environment provides 99.9 percent availability [14] of computing resources, so the performance variation is a serious problem as compared to VM failure issue. So, we are not focusing on this issue for execution of scientific workflows, our primary focuses to make cloud computing environment cost effective.
However, above discussion on benefits and issues of cloud, dictates the development of a novel cost-effective workflow scheduling algorithm for large-scale scientific workflows. So, we propose a Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) to schedule each task of the workflow to suitable resource.
Further, workflow scheduling in the cloud has mainly two steps: in the first step, the set of computing resources are selected from the cloud to execute computational tasks and then to provision of selected resources. In the second step, a schedule is generated and then the mapping of each task to the suitable resource is done, so the overall execution cost can be minimized while meeting the deadline constraint. Furthermore, most of the previous work on workflow scheduling in cluster and grid mainly focuses on resource planning phase, means scheduling of task on suitable resources. The reason behind that the cluster and grid computing provide the only static pool of computing resources and their configuration is known in advances. Although, most of the researcher in grid computing area focused on the minimization of execution time (Makespan) while cloud researcher focuses on execution time besides execution cost, energy consumption, the high degree of security and a fault tolerant based workflow scheduling with satisfying user's QoS requirements.
Our research work is based on the meta-heuristic Genetic Algorithms (GAs). It is a model that was introduced by John Holland in 1975 [15] and inspired by evaluation. It encodes a potential solution to a particular problem on a single chromosome and applies generic operators like crossover and mutation to improve that solution. GA is often observing as optimization function, and it is involved in broad range of problems such as Pattern Recognition, Image Processing, Data Mining, among others. In this paper, we proposed a Cost Effective Genetic algorithm (CEGA) workflow scheduling algorithm to schedule each task of the workflow to the cheapest resource in the cloud. Our proposal CEGA considers all characteristics of cloud such as on-demand resource provisioning, elasticity and pay-per-uses price model and it also focuses on the issues such as VMs performance variation and their acquisition delay. To achieve this novel scheme has been present for encoding, population initialization, and generic operators. Our proposal not only minimizes the overall execution cost of the workflow but also improves the hard deadline constraint in cloud computing environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows Section 2 discusses related work followed by the architecture of workflow scheduling such as application model and cloud resource model in Section 3. Then the problem is defined in Section 4. The proposed meta-heuristic CEGA scheduling algorithm is explained in Section 5. Section 6 presents the performance evaluations and Section 7 conclude this research work and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The multitask workflow scheduling on parallel and distributed system is extensively studied over the year, and it is NP-Hard Problem [16] , [17] . Therefore, it is very difficult to produce an optimal solution within the polynomial time. However, various heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed that provide approximate or near optimal solutions for parallel and distributed paradigms such as Grid and Cluster computing [18] - [25] . Although, very few of the proposal has been focused on cloud computing to meet the QoS requirements of the user. However, the detailed review of cost-aware challenges for workflow scheduling has been presented in [26] and [27] and they also discussed several scheduling algorithms related to minimization of execution cost under QoS constraints. In this section, we have done a brief literature survey on cost aware workflow scheduling with QoS constraint in the cloud computing environment.
We have classified cost aware workflow scheduling algorithm in cloud under QoS constraint, into two major categories Heuristic based and Meta-heuristic based scheduling algorithms shown in Fig. 1 . The Heuristic based algorithms are further classified into two sub categories first is the based on minimizing execution cost of the workflow on unlimited number of computing resources and second one is based on minimizing number of computing resource required to executes workflow. Furthermore, the minimization of cost can be categorised based on executing single workflow or multiple workflows (workflow ensembles).
In heuristic based workflow scheduling algorithm to executes multiple workflows. Initially, Mao and Humphrey proposed a Scaling-Consolidation-Scheduling (SCS) algorithm to execute, workflow ensembles on the cloud [28] . Their proposal is based on instance consolidation and bundling of tasks. They focused on the heterogeneous type of VMs and major issues such as performance variation and acquisition delay of VMs. However, their proposal does not consider data transfer time between tasks. It has significant importance, and it will affect the total execution cost and makespan (finish time) of scientific workflows, especially for data intensive applications.
Another work based on executing multiples workflows addressed in [29] . They proposed three algorithms to execute multiple workflows in cloud in which two are dynamic algorithms, DPDS (Dynamic Provisioning Dynamic Scheduling), WA-DPDS (Workflow-Aware DPDS) and one static algorithm is SPSS (Static Provisioning Static Scheduling) [29] . Their proposal try to maximize the number of workflows executed while satisfying the QoS constraints (such as deadline and budget) and their proposal also focused on the issues that are considered by Mao and Humphrey. The algorithms presented in the papers [28] and [29] were designed for workflow ensembles not for single workflow instances.
Further, Heuristic based workflow scheduling algorithms to execute a single workflow instance on cloud computing environment are presented in [30] - [33] . The work in [30] - [32] are based on the partial critical path (PCPs) of the workflow. In [30] authors proposed IaaS Cloud Partial Critical Path (IC-PCP) static algorithm that initially estimates the latest finish time for each task and then determine each partial critical path (PCPs), associated with exit node of the workflow. Then assigns each task of the partial critical path to the cheapest VM instance, which can execute before its finish time. If it does not find any active VM instance, that meets the finish time constraint of the tasks, procure a new cheapest VM instance from the cloud that completes all the tasks before its latest finish time and PCP is assigned to it. VOLUME 4, 2016 This process is repeated until all the tasks of the workflow are scheduled.
In paper [31] the authors tries to meet the soft deadline of the workflow while replicating the tasks. They proposed Enhance IaaS Cloud Partial Critical Path (EIPR) workflow scheduling algorithm that use idle time of provisioned resources budget surplus to replicate tasks. Their proposals consider the VMs performance variation and the variable budget to meet the soft deadline of the workflow. On the other hand, to execute single workflow more algorithms are presented in paper [32] are robust and fault tolerant in nature. However, the paper [30] - [32] focused on all the characteristics of the cloud. While, paper [30] does not consider the issues (VMs performance variation, and acquisition delay) of the cloud. Although, the work proposed in [32] resolves major issues of the cloud. The performance of their proposal is estimated based on the propriety order of these policies that are a) Robust-Cost-Time (RCT), b) RobustTime-Cost (RTC) and c) Weighted Policies that allow users to define their own function. The comparison of our proposed work has been done with the robust scheduling algorithm only for the parameters which caters for performance variation and the acquisition delays of VMs. Furthermore, we have selected RCT and RTC resource selection policies as our baseline algorithms.
Another most recent heuristic algorithm to execute single workflow developed for clouds is presented in [33] . They proposed a dynamic cost effective workflow scheduling algorithm Just in Time (JIT-C). In which they ascertain that the user defined deadline is achievable or not, if it is not then user have to prompt the deadline. Otherwise, a feasible solution is determined in just before the tasks are ready to execute. Their proposal Just in Time (JIT-C) workflow scheduling algorithm consider all the characteristics and issues such as performance variation and acquisition delay.
In another category of heuristic based workflow scheduling algorithm in cloud to try minimize the number of computing resources required to execute the single workflow under meeting the QoS constraints are presented in [34] and [35] . In paper [34] propose Partitioned Balanced Time Scheduling (PBTS) algorithm, which estimates a minimum number of computing resources required to execute the scientific workflow under deadline constraint. Their proposal is improvement over BTS (Balanced Time Scheduling) algorithm [36] . The BTS algorithm is mainly for grid environment to estimating minimum number of computing resources required to execute scientific workflow within a user-specified finish time. The BTS algorithm [36] is based on ''simple idea that a tasks can be delayed as long as its time constraint is satisfied''. The PBTS is mainly for cloud computing environments and their algorithm does not consider the heterogeneous type of computing resources in the cloud and assumes only same types of VMs.
The paper [35] address the resource instance and hour minimization algorithm for deadline constraint workflows. Initially, authors define lower and upper bound for the number of VM instances needed to guarantee the satisfaction of workflow's end to end deadline. Then they developed a heuristic minimal slack time and minimal distance (MSMD) to minimize these VM instances and then schedule tasks to the allocated VMs instance so that execution time is reduced. Further, they use IHM (instance hour minimization) algorithm to reduce the instance hours needed by VMs to complete the application's execution. However, their algorithm does not consider cloud characteristics and issues similar to the proposed work in paper [34] .
The second category of workflow scheduling algorithms in cloud is based on Meta-heuristic algorithms that are presented in [37] - [40] , these algorithms executes only single workflow in cloud environment. The proposal in [37] and [38] are based on Particle Swam Optimization (PSO) meta-heuristics approach. In paper [37] authors try to minimize the execution cost of the workflow while balancing the load on the available resources. Their proposal considers a fixed set of VMs in the resource pool for allocation to tasks while they do not consider the elastic nature of the cloud. In Paper [38] a meta heuristic optimization based approach, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) scheduling algorithm has been presented that gives promising results, but there are still rooms for enhancement. Their approach encodes particles according to the index of the resources that represent the position of the particle. However, these indexes do not have much information about the resource, so particles move in different dimensions to individual best, and global best may not lead better solution. If the deadline is hard, using PSO it is difficult to find a feasible solution.
Further, In research work [39] and [40] are based on multiobjective Genetic Algorithms. In paper [39] authors proposed deadline constrained scheduling for cost optimization based on the dynamic objective strategy but still it uses the similar encoding scheme that uses in [38] . This proposal also uses resource index as an integer to apply the crossover and mutation operators and these indexes do not contain much information about the resource. They propose a dynamic objective strategy which switches from execution cost function to execution time when there is no feasible solution so that it will minimize the execution time, not the execution cost. Furthermore, In paper [40] authors focuses on essential characteristics of the cloud but does not consider major issues such as VMs performance variations and acquisition delay.
Though, various heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms has been presented in the literature to execute workflow in cloud under QoS constraints. However, the heuristic algorithms presented in the literature exhibits good performance when the number of tasks is very less in the workflow. Whenever the number of tasks increases the performance of these heuristics are reduces and most of the heuristic algorithms not suitable when the number of tasks very large. While, meta-heuristic for minimization of cost while meeting deadline constrained [37] - [40] does not encode the operators correctly or fail to incorporate effectively essential characteristics and major issues. So, we propose a meta-heuristic based Genetic Algorithm. Our proposal Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) incorporates all the essential characteristic and major issues such (performance variation and acquisition delay) of the cloud for executing scientific workflows and tries to minimize the overall cost of the workflow while meeting the deadline constraint. We consider the IC-PCP [30] , RCT [32] , RTC [32] , and PSO [38] algorithms from the literature as baselines to evaluate our proposed approach.
III. ARCHITECTURE FOR WORKFLOW SCHEDULING IN CLOUD
In this section, we introduce workflow scheduling models such as Application and Cloud Resource Model.
A. APPLICATION MODEL
A deadline constrained scientific workflow is represented by DAGs W = (T , E) where T = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m ), is the set of tasks and E is the set of edges. The edge e i,j is t i , t j εT and t i = t j shows the data and control dependence from the task t i to the task t j . The task t i is said to be the parent task of task t j , and task t j is the child of the task t i . This parentchild relation shows that the execution of task t j , is only possible after completion of task t i . The set of parents and children of a task t i is represented by Pred(t i ) and Succs(t i ). Each DAGs has only one entry task t entry and one exit t exit task. The entry task t entry is the task that does not have any parents, and the exit task t exit is the task that does not have any child. If there is more than one entry and exit task in the workflow we insert a dummy task (execution time and communication time is zero) and makes the graph with only one entry task and one exit task. A simple DAG Graph is shown in Fig. 2(a) , with the execution time on different virtual machines in shown Fig. 2 (b) and data transfer time between tasks in Fig. 2(c) . Each scientific workflow (W) has a user specified deadline (D) that is associated with it, the Deadline (D) of the scientific workflow shows the time limit to complete the execution of workflow in the cloud computing environment. In the next section, we discussed cloud resource model.
B. CLOUD RESOURCE MODEL
Our Cloud model consists of an IaaS service provider, which delivers high-performance computing resources in the form of Virtual Machines (VMs) over the internet to execute largescale scientific workflows. These VMs are selected from the set of VMs ( 
However, if the task t i is executed on VM of type (VM k ) and t j is executed on VM of different type (VM v ), Then the data transfer time is represented as TT (e ij ). It is estimated by the size of the output data file Data(t i , out) to be transferred from task t i to task t j divided by the average bandwidth (β) is shown in Eq. (2). The value of TT e ij will be zero when both task t i and t j are executed on the same VM.
Further, our cloud model is similar to the IaaS service provided by Amazon such as computation service e.g. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [9] and storage service Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) [41] to send and receive the intermediate input/output files. We assume that all the storage and computation services are in the same datacenter. So, the average bandwidth to transfer data between shared storage service and VMs is roughly equal. It is also assumed that a client does not have a limit to the number of VMs instances leased for a large scale scientific workflow. Also, when a VM is leased, it requires an initial boot time (acquisition delay) for its proper initialization before it is made available VOLUME 4, 2016 to the end user and when it is released it also takes some time to proper shut down (termination delay). Although, Cloud service provider's charge to the users only for the amount of resources they have used. Most of the service providers charge to the user for a whole time interval if they use only a fractions of last time interval. So, we use per minute basis time interval to calculate the execution cost of each leased virtual machine. However, the internal data transfer cost is assumed to be zero, because the internal data transfer is free of cost in most of the cloud datacenters. The next section defines the problem of workflow scheduling in a cloud computing environment.
IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Workflow scheduling in cloud may have several objectives. In this paper, we proposed a meta-heuristic optimization approach, Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) workflow scheduling algorithm. The goal of this proposal is to find a feasible schedule to execute a workflow on cloud computing environment such that overall execution cost is minimized while meeting deadline constraint. However, the scheduled which is generated by this algorithm is bounded by the deadline. So, we assumed that the deadline that is specified by the user is achievable. We define a schedule S = {VM set , Map, TEC, TET} in terms of a set of computing resources such as virtual machines, Map is the mapping of each task to a suitable virtual machine, the total execution cost (TEC), and the total execution time (TET) of workflow. VM set = {VM 1 , VM 2 , . . . , VM k } is the set of VMs that need to be leased, each VM in the resource pool is represented as VM_Pool = {VM
where VM is a type of vm k with its lease start time LST k and lease end time LET k . Map correspond to the mapping of each tasks of the workflow to a suitable virtual machine, with its start time ST (t i ) and finish time FT (t i ), and it represents by four tuples Map
Our workflow scheduling problem in cloud is based on the model of Rodriguez and Buyya's proposal, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [38] .
Further, it is necessary for each VM that is provisioned to transfer all the output data files obtained by executing tasks scheduled on it, to the local storage of the VMs on which the corresponding children tasks are scheduled, before these VMs to de-provision. Although, cloud service providers offer different type storage service such as an Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) [41] that perseveres independence to VM lifetime. So, there is no need to active the VMs, where the child tasks are executed during the output data file transfer. Furthermore, due to the performance variation of the virtual machines other delay (acquisition and termination delay), the deadline of the workflow can be missed. Therefore, we use a PerVar parameter to record the variation of performance of VMs that is randomly generated from 0 to 24%. We also assume that the average time to acquire a VM from the cloud is 60 seconds for each type of VM (acquisition delay is 60 second). Based on the above-defined terms the problem of workflow scheduling is defined as follows:
Find a feasible schedule (S) for a given workflow (W ) such that total execution cost (TEC) is minimizing although the total execution time (TET ) does not exceed to the deadline (D) of the workflow. It is shown in Eq. (3).
C type(vm k ) is the cost of VM type vm k per time interval.
V. THE PROPOSED COST EFFECTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are meta-heuristic algorithm inspired by evolutionary ideas of natural selection and genetics [15] . GAs is applying in optimization problems, according to initialization, selection, and generic operators in many sciences and engineering domains such as pattern recognition, image processing, data mining and among others. Due to the different characteristics of cloud, GA's existing genetic operators (binary encoding, real-valued encoding) cannot be applied directly to the cloud workflow scheduling problem. By considering all the characteristics of the cloud workflow scheduling problem, we have presented a whole set of the GA's operations, including encoding, initialization of population, mutation, and crossover. We proposed Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) with the deadline constraint. We use the constraint handling strategy based on the proposed of literature [42] , if two schedules are feasible, then we select that have minimum execution cost. However if one schedule is feasible, and another one is not then, we ignore the second schedule and choose the first one and if either solution are infeasible, then we select that have the difference of deadline and TET is less, or that is closer to the deadline. To achieve this, we use some notations that are shown in the Table 1 and in next section define these notations.
A. BASIC DEFINITIONS
Given a DAG-based workflow application is represented as W = (T , E) where T = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m ) is the set of tasks and E is the set of edges with a user specified deadline D. We define the following terms: Predecessors Pred(t i ) and Successors Succs(t i ): For task t i , its predecessor and successor task sets are defined below:
Task's Earliest Start Time EST (t i ) and Task's Earliest Finish Time EFT (t i ): A task's earliest start time is the time at which t i can start its execution on the fastest VM while all of the predecessors pred t p are executed and all the dependencies (output files) are transferred from pred t p to t i and task finish time is the time when task t i have completes its execution. These are recursively defined as follows:
Minimum Execution Time of Task MET (t i ): The minimum execution Time MET (t i ) is the execution time of task t i on the VM of type VM k εVM set that have minimum execution time among all types of VMs available in cloud and its minimum execution is defined as follows:
Minimum Execution Time of Workflow MET _W :
The minimum execution time of the workflow is defined as follows:
Task Topological Level Lev(t i ): The DAG based workflow applications topological level Lev(t i ) of task t i is defined as: 
VM's Available Time Avail (VM k ): This is the time at which the VM of type VM k is ready to execute new task, if t i is the last assigned task on VM of type VM k then Avail (VM k ) is defined as follows:
Lease Start Time LST VM k and Lease End Time LST VM k :
The lease start time LST VM k of a VM of type VM k is time at which the VM k is ready to execute tasks and the lease end time LET VM k of VM type VM k is the time at which VM k is de-provisioned from the resource pool (set of active resources).
B. ENCODING
There exist three main groups for representing chromosome of workflow scheduling problem: TasktoIndex, TasktoVM mapping, and VMtoType. In the TasktoIndex, we assign an integer index to each task according to their order of execution. In, the TasktoVM mapping each task is assigned to the appropriate VM, and in the VMtoType, the VM of type VM k is selected from the resource pool. The encoding of the chromosome in the proposed CEGA algorithm is similar to VOLUME 4, 2016 the meta-heuristic algorithm presented in the literature [40] . Initially, we find the order of tasks according to dependency constraint of the workflow and then assign an index (starting from 1 to number of tasks (m)) to each task of the workflow. A schedule is composed of three strings: the first contains (TasktoIndex) index (l) of task t i according to order of task, second one assign suitable VM (TasktoVM ) while the third one determines the type of VM (VMtoType) that is allocated for execution of the task. The length of these vectors equals to the number of tasks in the workflow. A sample schedule of DAG ( Fig. 2) with encoding is shown in Fig. 3 . The first row shows the position of tasks (TasktoIndex), which is according to the index (l) of task t i in task order. The second row denotes the suitable VM mapping (TasktoVM ) to each task t i as per index (l) in first row, and the third row shows type of a VM (VMtoType) is used to allocate task t i , for example, task t 3 which is assigned at index 5 will be scheduled to VM 1 of type 3. Our encoding of proposed CEGA is based on the meta-heuristic algorithm presented in literature [40] , but we have develop novel scheme for population initialization, crossover, and mutations operators of genetic algorithm and their proposal does not considers the issues of cloud such as performance variation of VMs and the acquisition delay.
C. INITIAL POPULATION
In this Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) the initial population is generated using following two steps:
First
Step-This step generates ''n'' number of ordered Second
Step-Then we used CheapesttaskVMmap method of Just in Time (JIT-C) [33] algorithm to map each tasks of the Ordered List (O i ) to the cheapest virtual machine. JIT-C is proposed by Sahni and Vidyarthi [33] that is dynamic workflow scheduling algorithm and assign tasks just before they are ready to execute. The CheapesttaskVMmap method takes a task t i as input and return a cheapest VM of type VM k . So we use this procedure to assign each task t i of ordered List (O i ) to a cheapest VM of type VM k and same procedure is repeated for each ordered List
So, after completion of Step-1 and Step-2, the initial population of proposed CEGA workflow scheduling algorithm has been initialized.
D. FITNESS EVALUATION
In this proposed CEGA algorithm the fitness of a schedule is related to the minimization of overall execution cost while meeting the deadline constraint as given in Eq. (3). The Total Execution Time (TET) and Total Execution Cost (TEC) of the workflow is estimated by scheduling each task of the workflow to the cheapest virtual machine. We used Fitness Evaluation method shown in Fig. 5 , to schedule each task of the workflow. The input of the Fitness Evaluation method is the initial set of VMs of different types available in the cloud, the encoding of chromosome (TasktoIndex, TasktoVM , andVMtoType), Total number of tasks in the workflow (m), and total number of VMs of different type (k). Then, we initialized the VM _Pool that contains VMs, which will be acquire for scheduling of tasks is empty, exeTime Matrix is empty, transferTime Matrix is empty, Mapping (Map) of tasks to VMs is zero, TET and TEC also zero. Finally, the TET and TEC is estimated using Eq. (3). So, now we have complete information to define a schedule S (as discussed in Section 4), of the workflow with its set of VMs that are leased, tasks to VM mapping, TET and TEC of the workflow.
E. SELECTION
In CEGA, we use tournament based selection approach [15] to select chromosome for the next generation. In this CEGA proposal, the chromosome that satisfy the deadline constraint and has the minimum Total Execution Cost (TEC) is selected. We use the constraints handling strategy proposed by literature [42] . If two schedules are feasible, then we select the schedule having the minimum execution cost. However, if one schedule is feasible, and second schedule is not feasible, then we ignore the second schedule and choose the first schedule. If both the schedule are not feasible, then we select the schedule that is close to the deadline.
F. GENETIC OPERATORS 1) CROSSOVER
We used a two-point crossover to generate a new Child schedule from the existing parent schedules (P1 and P2), shown in Fig. 6 . To perform crossover operation, initially we consider two parent schedules P1 and P2 with the crossover rate as 100%. Then randomly choose a value between 0 and 1 and compare with crossover rate (1), if it is less than or equals to crossover rate, crossover is performed otherwise it will end. To perform crossover, we selects two integers i and j randomly such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, (where m is the total number of tasks) that shows the index of tasks in the parent schedule P1.
Further, Selects all tasks at index at TasktoIndex l where lεi, .., j of Parent Schedule P1 and put these tasks into sub-schedule at TasktoIndex l according to the order of execution as the parent schedule P2 with their mapping (TasktoVM ) and their type VM k (VMtoType). Thus, new sub-schedule contains tasks (j − i + 1) with their mapping on VMs (TasktoVM ) and type VM k (VMtoType) as in Parent Schedule P2 and follow dependency constraint. Furthermore, copies these tasks from sub-schedule to the new child schedule at TasktoIndex l, with their mapping on VMs (TasktoVM ) and type VM k (VMtoType), and then copies all the remaining tasks in the child schedule at TasktoIndex l where (l ∈ 1, . . . , i − 1, j + 1, . . . .m) with their order of execution, mapping (TasktoVM ) on VMs and their type VM k (VMtoType) as per the parent schedule P1. Finally, it will return the new child schedule. For example, shown in Fig. 7 , to perform the crossover we choose two random values of i = 3 and j = 6 from parent P1 (task at (TasktoIndex) i = 3 to j = 6 is t 4 , t 5 , t 3 , t 6 ), then Select these tasks (t 4 , t 5 , t 3 , t 6 ) from Parent Schedule P2 (task execution order is t 3 , t 4 , t 6 , t 5 in parent schedule P2 with their mapping (TasktoVM ) is on VM (1, 4, 3, 1) , and with their type (VMtoType) is (2, 2, 2, 1)) and put into sub-schedule. So, subschedule contains tasks (t 4 , t 5 , t 3 , t 6 ) with their VM mapping VM (1, 4, 3, 1) , and type VM k (2, 2, 2, 1) ). Then put these tasks (t 4 , t 5 , t 3 , t 6 ), mapped on VMs (1, 4, 3, 1) , and type of VM k (2, 2, 2, 1) from Sub schedule into Child schedule C1 at index i = 3 to j = 6. Now, copies remaining tasks (t 1 , t 2 , t 7 , t 8 at index 1, 2, 7, 8) according to the parent schedule P1 to Child schedule C1 with their VM mapping (1, 2, 4, 2), and with their type VM k (1, 2, 1, 1) . In a similar way for the Child Schedule C2 is generated.
2) MUTATION
In this proposed work, mutation is performed using topological level of each task to maintaining the dependency constraint of the workflow which is shown in Fig. 8 . For new schedule first, we choose a random value between 0 and 1 and check whether it is less than or equals to mutation rate (we have assume that mutation rate should be less than or equals 30%).
For new schedule first, we choose a random value between 0 and 1 and check whether it is less than or equals to mutation rate (we have assume that mutation rate should be less than or equals 30%). If it is then perform mutation, and it chooses randomly two integers i and j such that 1 Example is shown in Fig. 9 , where we select two random value at index (i = 4 and j = 6), and whose lev(TasktoIndex [4] ) == TasktoIndex [6] ). So, we swap the task at TasktoIndex [4] and task at TasktoIndex [6] . Further, there is a task t 3 at index 5 between task at TasktoIndex [4] and task at TasktoIndex [6] whose lev(t 3 ) < lev(TasktoIndex [4] ), so we swap task t 3 with the task at TasktoIndex [4] . In CEGA, we replace a schedule in the population with the new schedule if the new schedule is better in terms of minimization of execution cost while meeting the deadline constraint. We also keep the best schedule in the variable and update after every generation if new schedule is better than the existing.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the details about the experiment conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA).
A. EXPERIMENTAL WORKFLOWS
The CEGA's performance is assessed on four different scientific workflows such as Montage, LIGO, Epigenomics, VOLUME 4, 2016 and CyberShake. The Montage scientific workflow [43] is an astronomy application that is used to generate custom mosaics of the sky using some set of input images in the ''Flexible Image Transport System (FITS)'' format. Most of its tasks are characterized as I/O intensives, and they do not require much computation power. The ''Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO)'' scientific workflow [44] is used to identify the gravitational waves produces by various events in the universe. Its tasks require high computing capacity with large memory. Cybershake is utilized in the ''Southern California Earthquake Center'' to illustrate earthquake hazards in particular region by generating synthetic seismograms, and its task can be categorized as I/O intensive which requires significant memory and CPU requirements [1] . Epigenomic used in the biology and the USC Epigenome Center presently involve to map the epigenetic state of human cells on genome-widescale and the Epigenome tasks are highly CPU intensives and less I/O intensives, authors in [2] present the complete description of each workflow. Further, each of these scientific workflows has a different structure, and composition with characteristics such as (Pipeline, Data Distribution, Data Aggregation and Data Redistribution). The workflow for each type application of small size is shown in Fig. 10 . To evaluate the performance of the workflow scheduling algorithms and workflow scheduling system [45] developed a workflow generator that creates synthetic workflows of arbitrary size, similar to real world scientific workflows. These are presented in the DAX (Directed Acyclic Graph in XML) format in literature [46] . We have considered three sizes of workflow in our experiments small (approx. 50 tasks), medium (approx. 100 tasks) and large (approx. 1000 tasks).
B. BASELINE ALGORITHMS
We used the IC-PCP [30] , RTC [32] , RCT [32] , and PSO [38] as the baseline algorithms mentioned in the Section-2 and compare results with the proposed Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) for execution of single workflow in cloud computing environment. IC-PCP workflow scheduling algorithm is focused on most of the characteristic of the cloud such as on-demand resource provisioning, pay as you go pricing model. It accounts heterogeneous types of VMs and data transfer time between tasks other than computation time. IC-PCP does not accounts on the performance variation of the virtual machines as well their booting time (acquisition delay).
RTC and RCT algorithms propose by Poola et al. [32] are robust and fault tolerant in nature. They propose a robust scheduling algorithm with the allocation of each task of the workflow on heterogeneous computing resources in cloud computing environment. Poola et al. [32] proposed policies based on the priority of execution time (RTC) and execution cost (RCT).
Rodriguez and Buyya's proposed a deadline based resource provisioning and scheduling meta-heuristic optimization algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [38] . Their approach minimizes execution cost while meeting the deadline of the workflow. Their proposal represents particle as workflow and its tasks. Their approach encodes particles according to the index of the resources that represent the position of the particle. However, these indexes do not have much information about the resource, so particles move in different dimensions to individual best, and global best may not lead better solution. If the deadline is hard, using PSO it is difficult to find a feasible solution. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The cloud service providers provide different types of virtual machines to the end user. We assume only five types of VMs with various specifications and computing capacity similar to setup in literature [33] . Further, these VMs are based on the performance analysis offered by Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud EC2 [47] is shown in Table 2 . ''An ECU is the equivalent CPU power of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or Xeon processor''. The estimated processing time for each task of the workflow on several types of VMs is estimated by their processing capacity. Further, the performance variation of VMs in a single Data Centre is modelled with the direction of work presented in literature [12] and similar to literature [33] , [38] . However, the performance of VMs (variation upto 24 percent) based on the normal distribution with mean 12 percent and a standard deviation of 10 percent. In addition, data transfer time varies (up to 19 percent) based on normal distribution with mean 9.5 percent and a standard deviation of 5 percent. We assumed that our pricing model is similar to the current pricing model provided by Amazon [9] , Google [10] , and CloudSigma [11] .
The average bandwidth to transfer intermediate input/ output files between VMs is similar to the average bandwidth provided by Amazon elastic block store (EBS) (20kbps) [41] . The billing period in our experiment is 10 minutes, and estimated acquisition delay is 60 second. We consider the structure of workflows and the execution time of tasks on the basis of DAX Directed Acyclic Graph in XML) [46] which is already known. We have considered three sizes of scientific workflow in our experiments small (approx. 50 tasks), medium (approx. 100 tasks) and large (approx. 1000 tasks). We have conducted each experiment 20 times and result obtained for large workflow is shown in Fig. 11 . Though the accuracy of the obtained results is not 100 percent, so a variation of ±5 percent is acceptable in the simulation. To evaluate the performance of the CEGA, we define the deadline of each type workflow, for this, we assign all tasks sequentially to the fastest virtual machine and calculate minimum execution time of the workflow MET _W . The MET _W is the lower bound for the makespan of executing a workflow.
In order to set, deadline of the workflow we consider two types of deadline constraint: hard and soft. The deadline is set according to the following rule:
Where β is the deadline constraint and MET _W is the minimum execution time of the workflow estimated using Eq. (9) . The deadline constraint is defined as follows: for Hard Deadline 0 ≤ β < 1.2 and for Soft Deadline 1.2 ≤ β ≤ 3.2. The values of deadline constraint β vary with step length equal to 0.4 in our experiment.
In our proposed CEGA the population size is 400, the maximum number of generation is 500, crossover rate is 100 percent and mutation rate is 30 percent. We initially select 400 solutions using Task_Order, and JIT-C Algorithm and then evaluate these initial solutions. We use selection, crossover, mutation, and fitness evaluation method that we have discussed in Section 5 for every generation of the CEGA to find the feasible solution that minimizes the total execution cost while meeting deadline constraint.
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) DEADLINE CONSTRAINT EVALUATION
To meet the deadline of the workflow, the performance of the proposed CEGA algorithm is compared with baseline algorithms that are shown in Table 3 . The proposed CEGA algorithm under Hard-Deadline constraint for Montage workflow, outperforms IC-PCP by a hit rate of 92%, for LIGO workflow and Cybershake workflow, CEGA outperforms IC-PCP by the hit rate of 88.5%, and for Epigenomics workflow, CEGA outperforms IC-PCP by the hit rate of 83.5%. The results in Table 3 indicates that for the Hard-deadline constraint, IC-PCP algorithm fails to meet the deadline for each type workflow while the CEGA algorithm gives better performance than the IC-PCP.
When Further, the results (Table 3) show that the IC-PCP has slightly improved its performance on soft-deadline constraint. Under Soft-Deadline constraint for Montage workflow, the proposed CEGA algorithms outperforms IC-PCP by a hit rate of 73%, for LIGO workflow, CEGA outperforms IC-PCP by the hit rate of 70.5%, for Cybershake workflow, CEGA outperforms IC-PCP by the hit rate of 66.5%, and for Epigenomics workflow, CEGA outperforms IC-PCP by the hit rate of 62%. However, the proposed CEGA algorithms under Soft-Deadline constraint for Montage workflow, outperforms RCT by a hit rate of 48%; for LIGO workflow, CEGA outperforms RCT by the hit rate of 43.5%; for Cybershake workflow, CEGA outperforms RCT by the hit rate of 51%; and for Epigenomics workflow, CEGA outperforms RCT by the hit rate of 46.5%.The proposed CEGA algorithm, under Soft-Deadline constraint gives 100% hit rate. Same hit rate under Soft-Deadline constraint is also seen in case of RTC and PSO.
As per discussion above and obtained results from the Table 3 shows that the algorithm IC-PCP gives poor performance for both hard and soft deadline constraints, because the algorithm does not capture the dynamic nature of cloud by ignoring performance variation. Another issue that is not considered by the algorithm is the acquisition delay, which has significant impact on the makespan (execution time) of the workflow. Whereas the proposed CEGA algorithm considers the performance variation A(PerVar) of VMs as well acquisition delay of VMs. So, that we can estimates the start time and finish time of a task properly and ensure that each task is executed before their deadline.
RCT and RTC algorithms are based on the resource selection policies; and priorities are given on the basis of robust-cost time or robust-time-cost. These algorithms can tolerate VMs performance variation only upto a certain degree. Whereas the proposed CEGA algorithm the performance variation (PerVar) is the amount of variation in performance of VM of type VM k that is generated randomly.
Further, PSO approach encodes particles according to the index of the resources that represent the position of the particle. However, these indexes does not have much information about the resource, so particles move in different VOLUME 4, 2016 dimensions to individual best and global best may not lead better solution. If the deadline is hard, PSO is difficult to find a feasible solution. Whereas CEGA encodes the chromosome according to TasktoIndex, TasktoVM mapping, and VMtoType. In the TasktoIndex, we assign an integer index to each task according to their order of execution. In, the TasktoVM mapping each task is assigned to the appropriate VM, and in the VMtoType, the VM of type VM k is selected from the resource pool. This encoding of chromosome provides sufficient information about the resource, this helps to meet the hard deadline constraint. Thus, CEGA outperform IC-PCP, RTC, RCT, and PSO in terms of meeting the hard deadline constraint (hit rate). CEGA also outperform IC-PCP and RCT in terms of meeting the soft deadline constraint (hit rate), and gives the same hit rate as compared to RTC and PSO.
2) MAKESPAN AND COST EVALUATION
Since it is anticipated that the proposed algorithm gives cost effective, feasible schedule under deadline constraints, therefore a holistic comparison with the baseline algorithms have been observed for average cost and average makespan. The Fig. 11 shows the average execution cost (in $) and average makespan (finish time in seconds) for each type scientific workflow. The X-axis is associated with deadline constraint (values) whereas if the value of deadline constraint is less or equals to 1.2 than, it is hard deadline otherwise soft-deadline constraint.
It is observed from the Fig. 11 that the algorithm IC-PCP gives the longest execution time for each type of scientific workflow while the cost of executing the workflows is the cheapest at both deadline constraints. Since the execution time for each deadline constraint is long hence it is failing to meet the deadline of the workflows. Since the IC-PCP algorithm violates the deadline constraints, so it fails to fulfil our objective is to schedule a workflow with minimization of cost effective while meeting deadline constraint. We also compare the performance of proposed with other three algorithms RTC, RCT and PSO. It is seen (from Fig. 11 ) for all the algorithms RCT, RTC, PSO and CEGA, The proposed algorithm GECA gives the cost effective schedule for each workflow, with the average hit rate to meet the hard-deadline is 88% and for soft-deadline is 100%.
Further, it is seen that the proposed CEGA algorithm for Montage workflow under deadline constraints give average 28% lower makespan than RCT, average 11% lower makespan than PSO, and the average 22% higher makespan than the RTC.
The proposed CEGA algorithm for LIGO workflow under deadline constraints give average 22% lower makespan than RCT, average 9% lower makespan than PSO and average 43% higher makespan than the RTC.
The proposed CEGA algorithm for CyberShake workflow under deadline constraints give average 27% lower makespan than RCT, average 17% lower makespan than PSO and average 6% higher makespan than the RTC.
The proposed CEGA algorithm for Epigenomics workflow under deadline constraints give average 38% lower makespan than RCT, average 20% lower makespan than PSO and average 47% higher makespan than the RTC. However, the RTC algorithm as compared to CEGA generates the most cost expensive schedule with minimum execution time.
The proposed CEGA algorithm for Montage workflow under deadline constraints give average 30% lower execution cost than RCT and average 21% lower execution cost than PSO. The proposed CEGA algorithm for LIGO workflow under deadline constraints give average 14% lower execution cost than RCT and average 9% lower execution cost than PSO. The proposed CEGA algorithm for Cybershake workflow under deadline constraints give average 25% lower execution cost than RCT and average 28% lower execution cost than PSO. The proposed CEGA algorithm for Epigenomics workflow under deadline constraints gives average 11% lower execution cost than RCT and average 9% lower execution cost than PSO.
Thus, from the experimental results conducted for execution cost, makespan and deadline constraint, evaluation concludes that CEGA outperforms in terms of meeting the deadline (Hit rate) of the workflow at the reduced execution cost. At the hard deadline CEGA gives the highest VOLUME 4, 2016 percentage of meeting deadline (Hit rate) for all type of scientific workflows with lower cost. Further, if the deadline constraint is being relaxed, as a result the CEGA algorithm reduces the execution time and execution cost.
3) COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The computational complexity of the Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA), is calculated based on their initialization, selection, crossover, mutation and fitness evaluation operations. Initially we calculate the time complexity of each method, then combined to complexity of each method to compute the overall complexity of the proposed CEGA algorithm. Suppose the user has submitted the DAGs Workflow W = (T , E) where T = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m ), is the set of tasks and E is the set of edges. The total number of tasks is m and total e number of edges. So, the maximum number of edges in workflow W = (m − 1)(m − 2)/2 ≈ O(m 2 ), the population size of the proposed CEGA algorithm is n, and cloud offers k different type of virtual machines.
We have generated Initial population in two steps. First
Step is Task_order Thus the overall complexity of CEGA algorithm is O(m + k)n + O(gm 2 )n ≈ O(m + k + gm 2 )n ≈ O(ngm 2 ). However, if using the proper data structures, in the population initialization procedure, a large number of calculations could be optimized. Therefore, the dominating factor would be the fitness evaluation method, with the complexity of O(ngm 2 ). IC-PCP, RCT, and RTC being heuristic based, run much faster than our proposed CEGA (meta-heuristic) algorithm. IC-PCP, RCT, and RTC have a polynomial time complexity while CEGA have an exponential time complexity, which is equivalent to the PSO. The high time complexity of CEGA is justified by achieving better schedules as compared to IC-PCP, RCT, RTC, and PSO, thus outweighing the disadvantage of having exponential time complexity.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Cloud computing delivers high performance computing resources over the internet to solve large scale scientific workflows. To execute these large scales scientific application cloud computing makes appropriate provisioning and scheduling decision in such a manner that total execution cost is minimized while meeting the deadline constraint. Toward this, a cost effective meta-heuristics Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) have been proposed. The CEGA algorithm considers all the characteristics of the cloud such as heterogeneity, on-demand resource provisioning and payas-you-go price model as well as some major issues such as VMs performance variation and booting time. Further, to achieve this, we develop novel schemes for encoding, population initialization, crossover, and mutation operators of the Genetic Algorithm. The simulation experiments conducted on four scientific workflows show that in comparison to state-of-art algorithms, such as IC-PCP, RCT, RTC and PSO. The proposed algorithm CEGA exhibits the highest hit rate for deadline constraint. Although, the algorithm have lower execution time than IC-PCP, RCT and PSO and lower execution cost than RTC, RCT, PSO for deadline constraint.
In the future, we would like to consider other issue shutdown time (termination delay) of VMs, because it will affects the overall execution cost of the workflow. Further, we will consider the VMs to execute tasks of the workflow that are deployed in different regions and their data transfer costs between different data centers. Finally, our goal is to implement our algorithm in a real cloud computing environments where as the workflow engine is running so that it can be utilized some deploying applications. 
